




Exerdse..l 
ME AND MY ENVIRONMENTS 

Objective: Recognize one's own personal and public environments. 

Where have you been? Where do you go? What are your environments? Retrace your footsteps for 
a day in your life, perhaps today, to find the answers. As you think of each place, sketch a symbol 
to represent your environments, one per footprint. Or, just write a word in each. One footstep might 
have a bed in it, another a kitchen. The next one might be the car or bus and then an office or 
classroom. Think of where you've been and what makes up your environments. 

Now, look at each of your footsteps and decide which ones would be considered your personal 
environments and which ones would be your public environments. Personal environments are those 
over which you usually have direct control, such as your home, car and sometimes your office; 
whereas, a store, park or theatre would be public environments. Check each footstep which repre
sents your personal environment. 



Exerdse..2 
MY FAVORITE ENVIRONMENT 

Objective: Recognize one's favorite environment. 
Develop sensitivity to the mood and feeling that one's favorite environment creates~ 

Of all your environments, which one is your favorite? Close your eyes and dream about it for a 
moment. What do you like about it? How do you feel when you are in it? Try to totally envelop 
yourself in this environment. Really concentrate on it. Get the feel of it next to your skin. Try visual
izing it. Capture the picture and feel the mood. 

Now, open your eyes and describe this environment. Maybe you'd even like to try sketching it. What 
kind of environment did you dream about? Is it dancing with color, is it people packed or private? 
Is it peaceful? Does it have a high frequency? Put your favorite environment into words or pictures. 
Be creative in your translation! 



Exerdse..3 
WHERE ARE WE NOW 

Objective: Develop an awareness of the environmental conditions that influence the fulfillment of 
human needs. 
Evaluatively describe one's present environment. 

Look around. In the next four or five minutes, evaluate the environment where you are now. Write 
one statement in each of the spaces below. Continue on another sheet if necessary. 

Examples: 
1. The acoustics are superb. 
2. The lights are too dim. 
3. People are too close together. 

Re-read each statement. Mark the positive ones with "+" and the negative ones with "-" How 
many of each did you have? 

+ ----------------



Exerdse..4 
HOW CLOSE IS TOO CLOSE? 

Objective: Create an awareness of the distance from others that one needs to feel comfortable. 

The distance needed for people to feel comfortable when interacting with others varies from one 
individual to another and according to the situation. 

In the next day or so, make a mental measurement of how close you can get to each person with 
whom you are interacting before you feeling comfortable or the person begins backing off. Jot 
each of the situations down on the following form immediately afterwards. 

Person 

Analysis and generalization: 

Distance During 
Interaction · 

Implications for planning environments: 

Then analyze each one: 

• How much did the distance vary? 

Relationship to 
the Person 

• How well do you know each person and how well do you get along? 
• What is your relationship to each person? 
• What is the cultural heritage of each individual? 
• Where were you situated during each interaction? Face to face? Side by side? 
• How do your ages compare? 
• Are you of the same sex or the opposite? 
• How does your social status compare with each person? 

Comments 

After analyzing your situations, what general conclusions can you make about your interactions with 
others? How can these insights provide direction for planning satisfying environments? 



Exerdse..5 
-- .. •.: 

PLANNlNG ·MY, ENVIRONMENT* 
Objective: Plan an ·environment•whichtakes intoaccount haman nee(ls. . · · . ··. . · · · . 

. Think of theperscmaf environments in your life. $e1ectC:me. LJst ·aU.th~ dttlerentacltvities.thattake. 
place in this ·erwircmmenCThink aboutwhic~ activities ~re relatea to each other. WbJqh qne~ have · 
higti activityand which ones require quiet? Which o119s take place in the same area?-Whrcn ones > 
happen at the sarne time? . . . - ... . . . -

Uslng the sympols below, map out a plan for theactivities that are to happen in the environment 
you have selected: Indicate the relationships these activW.es have. with each oth.er. Some symbols 
rriay overlap because the activities take place in the. same area. Yoll could also map out plans for 
df.fferent times during the day~ Keep in mind the peoplein"the environment and the activities that are · · 
to take place. this can bec()me a general guideline for planning actual environmental arrangements. 

My environment -"----'-----------,.-----~~~ 
Activities that are to take place in my environment 
1. • 8. 
~ a 
a 1~ 
4. 11. 
~ 1Z 
a 1a 
7. 14. 

Symbols (These can be effective as flannel board objects) 

High Activity Noisy Low Activity Quiet . Noise and Visual Barrier 

Semi Private Area Private Entrance or Exit Semi-Private Entrance Traffic 

Male Adult Female Adult Male Child · Female Child 
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